Abstract. A formal language ccsl is introduced for describing specications of classes in object-oriented languages. We show how class specications in ccsl can be translated into higher order logic. This allows us to reason about these speci cations. In particular, it allows us (1) to describe (various) implementations of a particular class speci cation, (2) to develop the logical theory of a speci c class speci cation, and (3) to establish re nements between two class speci cations. We use the (dependently typed) higher order logic of the proof-assistant pvs, so that we have extensive tool support for reasoning about class speci cations. Moreover, we describe our own front-end tool to pvs, which generates from ccsl class speci cations appropriate pvs theories and proofs of some elementary results.
Introduction
During the last two decades, object-orientation has established itself in analysis, design and programming. At this moment, c ++ and java are probably the most popular object-oriented programming languages. Despite this apparent success, relatively little work has been done on formal (logical) methods for object-oriented programming. One of the reasons, we think, is that there is no generally accepted formal computational model for object-oriented programming. Such a model is needed as domain of reasoning.
One such formal model has recently emerged in the form of \coalgebras" (explicitly e.g. in 21]). It should be placed in the tradition of behavioural specication, see also 6, 8, 4] . Coalgebras are the formal duals of algebras, see 14] for background information. They consist of a (hidden) state space|typically written as Self in this context|together with several operations (or methods) acting on Self. These operations may be attributes giving some information about objects (the elements of Self), or they may be procedures for modifying objects. All access to elements of Self should go via the operations of the coalgebra. In contrast, elements of abstract data types represented as algebras can only be built via the \constructor" operations (of the algebra). We consider coalgebras together with initial states as classes, and elements of the carrier Self of a coalgebra as (states of) objects of the class.
For veri cation purposes involving coalgebraic classes and objects we are interested in the observable behavior and not in the concrete representation of elements of Self. A behavior of an object in this context is the objects reaction pattern, i.e. what we can observe via the attributes after performing internal computations triggered by pressing procedure buttons. This naturally leads to notions like bisimilarity (indistinguishability of objects via the available operations) and invariance.
Based on coalgebras, a certain format has been developed for class specications, see 21, 11, 10] . This format typically consists of three sections, describing the class speci cations' methods, assertions, and creation-conditions|which hold for newly created objects. We have developed this format into a formal language ccsl, for Coalgebraic Class Speci cation Language, which will be sketched below. Ad hoc representations of these class speci cations in the higher order logic of the proof-tool pvs 18, 17] have been used in 12, 13] to reason about such classes|notably for re nement arguments. Further experiments with formal reasoning about classes and objects have led us to a general representation of ccsl class speci cations in higher order logic. Below we explain this model (in the logic of pvs), and also a (preliminary version of a) front-end tool that we use for generating such models from class speci cations.
The code for this tool (called loop for Logic of Object-Oriented Programming) is written in ocaml 22] . It basically performs three consecutive steps: it rst translates a ccsl class speci cation into some representation in ocaml; this representation is then internally analysed and nally transformed into pvs theories and proof. The generated pvs le contains several theories describing the representation of the class speci cation, via appropriate de nitions and associated lemmas (e.g. stating that bisimilarity is an equivalence relation). Another le that is generated by our tool contains instructions for proofs of the lemmas in the pvs le. The architecture of our tool allows for easy extensions, e.g. to accept java 
The idea behind the dashed lines on the left is that classes in actual programming languages should lead to executable class speci cations, about which one can reason. We have made some progress|which will be reported elsewhere|in reasoning about java classes in this setting. Here we concentrate on the upper solid lines.
The paper is organised as follows. We start in Sections 2 and 3 with an elaborate discussion of two examples, involving a class speci cation of a register in which one can store data at addresses, and a subclass speci cation of a bounded register, in which writing is only allowed if the register is not full. This involves overriding of the original write method. Then, in Section 4 we discuss some further aspects of the way that we model class speci cations and that we reason about them. Finally, in Section 5, we describe the current stage of the implementation of our front-end tool.
We shall be using the notation of pvs's higher order logic when we describe our models. It is largely self-explanatory, and any non-standard aspects will be explained as we proceed. The loop front-end tool that will be described in Section 5 is still under development. Currently, it does the basics of the translation from ccsl class speci cation to pvs theories and proofs (without any fancy GUI). It may take some time before it reaches a stable form. Instead of elaborating implementation details, this paper focuses on the basic ideas of our models.
A simple register: speci cation and modeling
We start by considering a simple register, which can store data at an address. It contains read, write and erase operations, satisfying some obvious requirements. It is described in our coalgebraic class speci cation language ccsl in Figure 1 . The types Data and Address are parameters in this speci cation, which can be suitably instantiated in a particular situation. What is coalgebraic about such speci cations is that all methods act on Self, i.e. have Self as one of their input types 1 . Usually this type Self is not written explicitly in object-oriented languages, but it is there implicitly as the receiver of method invocations. The constructor section declares new as a constructor (without parameters) for creating a new register. Notice that assertions and creation-conditions have names. The PVS and ENDPVS tags are used to delimit strings, which are basically boolean expressions in pvs 2 . It is assumed that x is a variable in Self.
In order to reason (with pvs tool support) about such a Register class speci cation, we rst model it in the higher order logic of pvs. This is what our loop tool does automatically. It generates several pvs theories to capture this speci cation. Space restrictions prevent us from discussing all these theories in detail, so we concentrate on the essentials.
The rst step is to introduce a (single) type which captures the interface of a class speci cation, via a labeled product. For Register, this is done in the following pvs theory. The square brace notation A 1 ; : : : ; A n ! B] is used in pvs for the type of (total) functions with n inputs from A 1 ; : : : ; A n and with result in B. Notice that in the types of the operations in this interface the input type Self is omitted 3 . This is intended: a crucial step in our approach is that we use coalgebras of the form Thus the individual methods of a class can be extracted from such a single coalgebra c.
1
A bit more precisely, the methods can all be written, possibly using currying, of the form Self ! Fi(Self); and they can be combined into a single operation Self ! F1(Self) Fn(Self).
2
Our front-end tool simply passes the string in PVS . . . ENDPVS on to the pvs tool, where it is parsed and typechecked. 3 Categorically, the type RegisterIFace captures the functor associated with the signature of operations in the class speci cation, see 14].
Next, our formalisation deals with invariants and bisimulations. These are special kinds of predicates and relations on Self which are suitably closed under the above operations. For example, an invariant P Self with respect to a Register coalgebra c satis es, by de nition: P(x) ) 8a: Address; d: Data: P(write(c)(x; a; d)) 8a: Address: P(erase(c)(x; a)): A bisimulation w.r.t. c is a relation R Self Self satisfying:
R(x; y) ) Bisimilarity bisim? is then the greatest bisimulation relation. Interestingly, these notions of invariant and bisimulation are completely determined by the class interface RegisterIFace. They are generated automatically (by our tool) by induction on the structure of the types in the interface, based on liftings of these types to predicates and relations, as introduced in 9] (see also 13]). These pvs theories about invariants and bisimulations contain several standard lemmas (stating e.g. that invariants are closed under nite conjunctions^and universal quantication 8) , for which proof instructions are generated automatically (again using induction).
The next theory RegisterSemantics deals with the assertions and creationconditions. The two assertions in Figure 1 are translated into two predicates on the carrier type Self of a Register coalgebra c: Self ! RegisterIFace Self; Data; Address]]. Assuming that x is a variable of type Self, we generate: tion that satis es a class speci cation as in Figure 1 : it is a coalgebra c: Self ! RegisterIFace Self; Data; Address]] satisfying the predicate RegisterAssert?, together with some element new: Self satisfying the predicate RegisterCreate?(c). This is formalised in the following theory using a (dependent!) labeled product. The notation (P) for a predicate P: A -> bool] on A:TYPE is used in pvs as an abbreviation for the predicate subtype fx:A|P(x)g. A class thus consists of a state space Self with appropriate operations (combined in a coalgebra clg on Self) and with an appropriate constructor new. An object of such a class is then simply an inhabitant of the state space Self. Thus, in the way that we model classes and objects, the methods are part of the class, and not of the object. This is called the delegation implementation, in contrast to the embedding implementation, where the operations are part of the object, see 1, Sections 2.1 and 2.2].
Once we have all this settled, we can start reasoning about the class specication. The two things we can do immediately are: (1) describing an implementation of the speci cation, and (2) developing its theory. Both are user tasks: the tool only provides theory frames which the user can ll in. We give a sketch of what can be done.
As to (1), it is a wise strategy to write out an implementation, immediately after nishing the speci cation. It is notoriously hard to write \good" specications which capture the informal description of the matter in question and, at the same time, are consistent in the logic used. This is sometimes called the \ground problem". Usually, specialists have a good understanding of a particular implementation. Once this implementation is formally written out it can be checked against the assertions and creation-conditions. For example, for the Register class speci cation, an obvious implementation describes registers as partial functions from addresses to data. This can be done via the Lift -] type constructor, and yields as state space:
This type can be equipped with a suitable coalgebra structure and a constructor: This coalgebra structure on the state space FunctionSpace clearly captures our intuition, and it is not hard to prove that both propositions RegisterAssert?(c) and RegisterCreate?(c)(new) hold. Actually, pvs can prove both of them with a single command, (GRIND).
Of course, we can also de ne other implementations. For example, one can de ne an implementation in which the sequence of operations applied to an object is recorded for each address. This can be done by taking as state space:
The implementation of the methods and constructor on this state space is left to the interested reader. Again, (GRIND) in pvs proves that the assertions and creation-conditions hold (for our implementation).
When class speci cations are used as components in other classes (e.g. via class-valued attributes, see Section 4) we need a model for them. Obvious choices for a model are (1) an arbitrary, so-called \loose" model and (2) In this theory the existence of an arbitrary model of the class speci cation is guaranteed via an axiom. In principle this can be dangerous, because it may lead to inconsistencies. However, as long as a non-trivial implementation has been given (earlier) by hand, there is no such danger. The type LooseRegisterType in this theory is simply postulated, and we know nothing about its internal structure. This ensures that when this model is used as a component in another class, no internal details can be accessed (simply because there are no such details).
We turn to the second way to reason about a (translated) speci cation. Our tool generates an almost empty pvs theory frame called RegisterUserTheory.
This theory starts by declaring a coalgebra structure c satisfying the predicate RegisterAssert?, together with a constructor satisfying the creation-condition RegisterCreate?(c). Under these assumptions a user can start proving various logical consequences of the assertions in the class speci cation. For example, a useful proposition that can be proved in RegisterUserTheory is the following characterisation of bisimilarity. This expresses that two objects (or states) x; y: Self are bisimilar (i.e. indistinguishable) w.r.t. the assumed (arbitrary) model c if and only if they give the same read output at each address. Intuitively this may be clear: if we cannot see a di erence between two objects via reading, then using a write or erase will not create a di erence between these objects (because a read after a write or erase is completely determined by the Register assertions). Using this characterization, it is easy to prove, for example, This result says that one can exchange write operations at di erent addresses.
Notice that we are careful in only stating that the outcomes are bisimilar, and not necessarily equal. We avoid the use of equality of objects/states, since we regard these as hidden, and we restrict access to (public) methods. In addition, the use of bisimilarity entails that the results that we prove also hold in implementations where bisimilar states need not be (internally) equal, like in the above HistorySpace model. There we can have equal reads at all addresses in two states, even though the histories of these states are quite di erent. Hence such states are bisimilar, but internally di erent.
At the end, it may be instructive to compare this coalgebraic way of combining methods, with the approach taken in 1] (explicitly e.g. in Section 8. What we do is basically the same, except that our methods are combined \coal-gebraically", with the common input type Self on the outside. What is called a \class type" in 1] is such a \trait type" together with a constructor new, see the RegisterClass type above. Thus, when it comes to interfaces, there is no real di erence between our approach and the one in 1]. But we go further in two essential ways: (a) we restrict the methods and constructors so that they satisfy certain requirements (given in the assertions and creation-conditions in the speci cation), and (b) we (automatically) generate appropriate notions of invariance and bisimilarity for (the interface of) each class speci cation, and use them systematically in reasoning about these speci cations.
3 A bounded register: inheritance and overriding
Having described an implementation for the Register class speci cation|and developed part of its theory|we now introduce a new class speci cation BoundedRegister by inheritance. A bounded register is a subclass of a register, which overrides the write operation and de nes a new attribute count. A bounded register can only store a limited number of data elements, and the count attribute is Fig. 2 . A bounded register class speci cation in CCSL used to keep track of how much data is currently stored. When the bounded register is full (i.e. when its count is above a certain number n given as parameter), a write operation does not have any e ect; otherwise it acts as the write operation from the superclass Register. Further, the read and erase operations from Register are used without modi cation. A ccsl class speci cation of a bounded register is given in Figure 2 Again, our tool generates several pvs theories from this speci cation. This section will discuss the essential consequences the use of inheritance (in combination with overriding) has on the generated theories.
We model inheritance by letting the interface of the BoundedRegister not only contain the operations write and count, but also the superclass as a eld (super Register). This enables access to the methods of the superclass. Via these explicit de nitions, all methods of superclasses can be used in subclasses. The number of such de nitions may be considerable when there are high inheritance trees, but our tool generates all of them automatically. In fact, this is one of the reasons for developing such a tool. The write operation in the subclass speci cation in Figure 2 also occurs in the superclass. This double occurrence is used to signal overriding. Our tool recognizes it, and generates as a result two write operations. A \direct" one from the current subclass (simply called write) and an \indirect" one from the superclass (called super write). Notice that the coalgebra c|used as variable in this theory|combines both the structure of the subclass and the superclass.
The theories about invariants and bisimulations are generated incrementally, i.e. they extend the predicates and relations on Register with appropriate clauses for the additional methods of the subclass.
The assertions and creation-conditions of BoundedRegister are translated into pvs predicates, just as in the Register example. The resulting predicate BoundedRegisterAssert? combines these assertions with the assertions in RegisterAssert?. The predicate BoundedRegisterCreate? similarly combines the new creation-conditions with the \super" creation-conditions from Register. This implies that, although we override a method, we can still expect the superclass to behave as speci ed. (Well-de nedness of cast involves proving two easy results.) When an implementation for a bounded register is described, de nitions for the methods in BoundedRegister (i.e. count and write) and for those in the superclass (i.e. read, write, erase) have to be given. An obvious implementation of the bounded register speci cation uses the Cartesian product nat, FunctionSpace] as state space, where FunctionSpace is the state space of the rst Register implementation in the previous section. The rst component nat describes the value of count. Appropriate operations on this state are easily de ned, by re-using the Register implementation on FunctionSpace. The contents of the theory with the loose model is not in uenced by inheritance and also the way the theory is generated is not altered.
Modeling other object-oriented aspects
This section brie y discusses how|and to what extend|various typically objectoriented features are realised in our formalisation. Not all of the aspects that we touch upon have fully crystalised into stable form, and the further development and use of our tool may lead to certain changes.
Component classes. When specifying a new class one often wishes to use
another class as a component. By component we mean an attribute which is an instance of another class. This is also known as an aggregation realising a has-a relationship between two classes. This class Counter is used (twice) as a component in the class speci cation of a DoubleCounter in Figure 4 . A DoubleCounter has two counters as components, both counting modulo n. It has operations next, val and clear. The rst counter is incremented every time a next operation is executed. The second counter is only incremented when the rst counter reaches n.
As we have seen, our tool automatically generates loose and nal models (without any internal structure) for every speci cation, and presents an option for the user. Both these models can be used for components, but a nal model enables subclassing for components. As an example, the interface for DoubleCounter, using a loose model for the components, will be generated as follows. When generating the other theories for DoubleCounter, components are handled just as normal attributes (with bisimilarity as their equality relation).
Re nement. Earlier we mentioned how to implement a class speci cation and how to develop its theory. A third important activity is proving re nements between class speci cations. We say that a \concrete" class re nes an \abstract" class when a model (i.e. an implementation) of the abstract class can be described in terms of the concrete class. We construct this model as abstract(c):
Self! AbstractIFace Self; ]], where c: Self ! ConcreteIFace Self, ]] is an arbitrary model of the concrete class 4 . Following 13] we do not need the entire state space Self to obtain an \abstract" model, but we can restrict ourselves to the subtype (P ) of Self arising from an invariant P on Self (w.r.t. the abstract class).
Then abstract(c) restricts to an operation of type (P ) ! AbstractIFace (P ); ]]. Of course, it has to be proven that the model satis es the assertions and creationconditions of the abstract class, as expressed by the following lemma. Such a model abstract(c) should actually incorporate models of all the superclasses of the abstract class. Therefore, in practice, the model abstract(c) is best constructed by rst constructing all these \super" models.
As an example, we can prove that DoubleCounter with parameter n re nes a counter modulo n 2 . The model for this re nement uses the invariant that the values of both component counters are bounded by n.
Overloaded methods. Some object-oriented languages allow overloading of methods: multiple methods with the same name may occur in the same class as long as their types are di erent. This is also possible in ccsl. pvs does allow overloading of functions, but eld names in a labeled product|used as types of interfaces|are not permitted, hence we use ordinary products in interfaces with overloading.
Multiple inheritance. In our formalization we allow multiple inheritance (even though some object-oriented languages do not). This requires coping with name clashes, for instance: (1) if di erent superclasses de ne a method with the same name, and (2) if one class is inherited twice via di erent paths. To solve the rst problem, the user can rename the con icting methods in the INHERIT FROM section in the ccsl speci cation, like in eiffel 16] . As an example, a class can inherit both from Counter and from DoubleCounter in the following manner. Renaming is also necessary for di erent instances of the same class. The second problem of multiple paths to the same method is solved essentially by using sets of ancestor methods.
Creation with parameters. So far we have simply used`new' in ccsl speci cations as a constructor which returns a new instance of a class. In object-oriented languages one can usually parametrise such constructors with the initial values of the attributes. Typically, in a point class (speci cation) with attributes fst and snd for rst and second coordinate, one may wish to have new as a (binary) constructor satisfying the following creation-conditions. fst(move(x,da,db)) = fst(x) + da AND snd(move(x,da,db)) = snd(x) + db Suppose now that we often need the move operation with parameters da = db = 1, and decide to de ne it explicitly as move1(x) = move(x,1,1). Late binding means that if we later override move in a subclass of Point, then the move1 method will change accordingly: its de nition will then use the overridden move. At this moment we have an ad hoc solution to model late binding, and we are still testing its appropriateness in various examples.
The front-end loop tool
Thus far we have seen how (ccsl) class speci cations can be translated into higher order logic. This translation is done automatically by our tool, which is constructed as a front-end to a proof assistant. In general, front-end tools provide a higher level interface tailored to a speci c application domain 2, 20, 23, 15, 5] . They vary in the degree of sophistication and user support. While simple systems feature theory blueprints where the user lls out special slots in combination with specialised high level tactics 2, 5], more advanced approaches de ne a special language and provide command line compilers 20] or even interactive user interfaces 15].
Our development aims at an environment in which the user can specify classes in several languages and frameworks and can then reason about their properties and relationships in a suitable proof assistant of choice. Ultimately, we desire a tool, called loop (for: Logic of Object-Oriented Programming), which provides an interactive (emacs) shell for the proof assistant. Thus far, as a rst step, we focus on the compiler, which generates for a given class speci cation the corresponding theory and proof representations for the target proof assistant. It should be easy to extend the tool to other object-oriented languages and proof assistants. Also, it should come with a suitable graphical user interface. These aims in uenced the choice of the implementation language and the architecture of the compiler.
We use the typed functional language Objective Caml (ocaml) 22], the current release of the French ml dialect caml. Objective Caml provides, above the strict typing and readable syntax of an ml dialect, a typed module system, command line compilers with the capability of generating native machine code, lexer and parser generators, and an extensive library including an X-Window interface.
The architecture of the compiler (see Figure 5 ) exploits standard compiler construction techniques. It is organised in a number of passes which work on xed interface data structures. This enables us to easily plug-in modules for other input languages (than ccsl) and other target proof assistants (than pvs). The compiler basically consists of the input modules lexer and parser, the internal modules (the vertical part in Figure 5 ), and the pretty printer. The lexer and parser are generated by the ocaml tools ocamllex and ocamlyacc which resemble the well-known lex and yacc from c programming environments. Parsing a (ccsl) string yields an internal symbolic class represented as a value of the complicated, inductively de ned ocaml type class type. The parser can be replaced by any other function which generates values of class type. All internal passes have input and output values in this type. The real work is carried out at a symbolic level. Extra steps can easily be inserted. After type checking and performing several semantic checks (for instance to determine the full inheritance tree of a class) the nal internal pass produces symbolic theories and proofs as values of the ocaml type theory type. This latter pass is the workhorse of the whole system. Finally, a target speci c pretty printer converts the symbolic representation for pvs (or another proof assistant).
Currently, the compiler accepts ccsl class speci cations in a le name.beh and generates the corresponding theories and proofs as described in the previous sections. For instance, compilation of a le register.beh containing the simple speci cation from Figure 1 will generate the les register.pvs and register.prf. The le register.pvs can then be loaded, parsed, and type checked in pvs. Before lling out the theory frames as described above the user can prove automatically all the standard lemmas with the proof-file command.
Conclusions and future work
We have elaborated a way to model object-oriented class speci cations in higher order logic in such detail that it is amenable to tool support. Future work, as already mentioned at various points in this paper, involves: elaboration of the formal de nition of ccsl (including e.g. visibility modi ers and late bindings), completion of the implementation of the loop tool, de nition of appropriate tactics, stepwise re nement, development of various extensions to the tool and of course: use of the tool in reasoning about various object-oriented systems.
